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Blockchain  

•  Aka Distributed Ledger Technology 
–  Shared rudimentary accounting system 

•  Technologically : 

– Distributed database – public ledger 
•  Insert, Select, Update, Delete 

– Distributed computer – execute digital contracts 

–  Based on p2p technology, cryptology & API 



Blockchain  

•  A layer on the Internet 

•  A decentralized protocol to transfer 

ownership with no trusted third-party 

•  Open innovation, lightweight API to 

digital asset management 

•  Free, fast, reliable 



Blockchain  





“What is needed is an electronic payment system 
based on cryptographic proof  

instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties 
to transact directly with each other without the 

need for a trusted third party.” 

 
 

Satoshi Nakamoto – October 31st, 2008 



Bitcoin 

•  Digital / crypto currency, first asset based 

on Blockchain 

•  Used for remittance, speculation, store of 

value 

•  Used for drug/weapons ecommerce, 

ransom ware 





Bitcoin 







Is Bitcoin legal ? 

•  New technology, Law applies 
•  EU Directive on Crypto-currencies 

•  Currency vs Asset, VAT 

•  BitLicense in NYC, CSSF in Luxembourg 

•  Public transaction ledger, anonymous 
accounts 

•  Bad guys get busted 









Beyond Bitcoin 

•  Execute "smart" digital contracts 

•  Implement multi-signatures 

•  Represent physical assets (tokenization) 

•  Payment, clearing, insurance, escrow / 

notary, fund industry, trust management, 

auditing / accounting, securities 





Blockchain in Asset Management 

•  Registry, Settlement, Subscription, 

Redemption of digital assets are genuine 

functionalities of the blockchain 

•  Trailer fees, Withholding taxes are smart 

contracts 

•  Team play to get to network effect 





The future of audit 

•  Distributed Ledger with strong cryptographic 
algorithm 
– Authenticated access 

– Non-repudiation transaction journal 

–  Self settled messages 

•  Embedded reconciliation 

–  IoT, Disintermediation 



Smart Lawyers 

•  Pseudonymity, Public & Transparent 
– Digital Identity 

–  Privacy 

– You own your virtual you 

– Right to be forgotten 

•  Smart contracts 
– Distributed execution/jurisdiction 

–  Lawyers engineers 



Distributed	Governance 
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